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Abstract: The Waorani language contains a set of morphemes which has previously been 
described as “classifiers.” This paper examines data from a 377-sentence corpus of interlinear 
Waorani texts and concludes that the so-called “classifiers” are actually bound nominal roots 
which are used in various compounding processes. The paper also addresses the question of 
diachronic development and suggests possible historical sources for these morphemes. 

1. Introduction  

The term “classifier” traditionally refers to a morpheme within a noun phrase (NP) that 
categorizes the head noun. Classifier systems in a large number of languages have been 
identified and described. In her volume on noun categorization systems, Alexandra Aikhenvald 
states, “[Noun classifiers] are a type of non-agreeing noun categorization device, their choice 
being determined by lexical selection, and not by matching any inflectional properties of nouns 
with any other constituents of a noun phrase” (2000:81). Usually classifiers are not obligatory in 
all noun phrases; in some languages, they are used only when quantifying nouns. They normally 
co-occur with the head noun, though they are known to function anaphorically once the head 
noun has been mentioned. Prototypical noun classifier systems are found in languages of 
Australia, Mesoamerica, East and Southeast Asia, and Austronesia.  

Gender systems are another way of categorizing nouns. In a gender system, one or more 
constituents of the noun phrase agree in gender with the head noun. In short, a gender system is 
distinguished from a classifier system by the presence of inflectional morphology in the former. 

A number of languages in the Amazon area have systems that share characteristics with both 
traditional classifier systems and gender systems, but cannot easily be described as either. They 
have been called, among other things, “multiple classifier” systems (Aikhenvald 2000:204) and 
“classifiers in multiple environments” (Aikhenvald 2007:475). As Seifart and Payne put it, “The 
morphosyntactic characteristics of North West Amazonian systems challenge a certain tradition 
of nominal classification typology that goes back to Dixon (1986)” (2007:383). 

The Waorani language, known formerly as Auca, is spoken by less than 2,000 people in the 
jungles of eastern Ecuador (Gordon 2005). The language is an isolate, unrelated to any language 
around it. However, like other Amazon-area languages, it uses a complicated system of 
classifier-like morphemes. Peeke (1973) provides a cursory introduction to the usage of what she 
called “classifier suffixes” with a tentative list of classifier morphemes, but commented that “full 
description awaits a subsequent publication” (Peeke 1973:125). This paper provides a more 
detailed description and explanation of these morphemes. Section 2 contrasts these morphemes 
with conventional classifiers and concludes that they are actually bound nominal roots. Section 3 
explains their use in forming compound nouns, §4 their use with verbs, and §5 their use with 
other syntactic categories. Finally, §6 addresses possible sources of diachronic development. 

A limited number of resources have been published about the Waorani language. The 
resources which I located were Peeke’s (1973) tagmemic grammar sketch, a brief article on 
negation (Peeke 1994), a pedagogical grammar written in Spanish (Peeke 1979), the introduction 
to the forthcoming Waorani dictionary (Peeke forthcoming), and a collection of student papers 
on Waorani discourse that included a small corpus of interlinear texts (Pike & Saint 1989). I also 
had two interviews with Pat Kelley, who did literacy work among the Waorani. Most of my work 
was done on the small corpus of texts, comparing and tabulating different occurrences of the 
forms in question. 
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My preliminary effort in producing a description of Waorani “classifier suffixes” assumes 
that: (a) the 377 sentences of narrative text which I used as primary data are representative of the 
Waorani language in general; (b) the texts were analyzed correctly by the linguists who 
interlinearized them; (c) I have correctly understood the basic structure and meaning of the 
sentences in the texts; and (d) I have analyzed and synthesized the data in an insightful manner. 
While the fourth criterion is relevant in all academic writing, the first three are potentially severe 
limitations to my analysis. 

2. Contrast with conventional classifier systems 

This section shows that the Waorani morphemes which have been labeled “classifiers” do 
not function like prototypical classifiers. The analysis below contrasts the function of noun 
classifiers in other languages with the function of the morphemes in Waorani and concludes that 
the Waorani morphemes are bound noun roots. 

Aikhenvald states that “Noun classifiers characterize the noun and co-occur with it in a noun 
phrase” (Aikhenvald 2000:81). The example in (1) from the Jacaltec language demonstrates the 
basic function of traditional classifiers (ibid: 82). 

(1) xil naj    xuwan   no7 lab’a 
saw MAN   John     ANIMAL  snake 
‘John saw the snake.’  

In (1), the classifier naj identifies John as a man, and the classifier no7 identifies the snake as 

an animal. The word lab’a would still mean ‘snake’ without the classifier preceding it, and John, 
of course, would still be a man, but the classifiers categorize the nouns explicitly. The classifiers 
are independent words that occupy a specific slot in the noun phrase, and they co-occur with the 
head nouns which they categorize.  

The Waorani morphemes differ in a number of ways from the situation in (1). Most 
obviously, they are not independent words but are bound morphemes. This is most clearly 
illustrated by their occurrence on verbs. Waorani verbs take suffixes for tense (past, present, or 
future), aspect (inceptive, perfect, or simultaneous), person/number (lots of options), and mood 
(declarative, dubitative, imperative) (Peeke forthcoming:11).1 When one of the morphemes in 
question is added, it occupies the first position following the root before the addition of any 
tense, aspect, mood, or subject agreement morphemes. Example (2), taken from an expository 
text about how the Waorani pierce their ears, demonstrates this. 

(2) mãnĩñõmõ wa tii tæ̃nõ-bõka-dãni-pa 
right.here    another  jab spear-ear-3P-ASSER 
‘They jab and pierce the other ear right there.’ (A2)2 

                                                 
 

1It seems these terms were developed after the texts were published, and therefore are not reflected in all the 
interlinear glosses. I think the gloss ASSER ‘assertive’ found in the texts corresponds to ‘declarative mood’ as used 
in the dictionary introduction. Also, it seems from the texts that not all four affix slots are obligatory. I have not 
discovered when each type is or is not required. Alternately, there may be a number of null morphemes that were 
not included by those who interlinearized the texts. 

2The references in parentheses following Waorani examples indicate the text and sentence/line number. Text A is 
“Waorani Earholes” (Table 6 in the appendix lists the letter codes for each text) and the example is from 
sentence/line 2. The relevant morphemes in each example are in boldface type.  
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Another obvious difference between (1) and the Waorani morphemes is that the latter occur 
in multiple syntactic environments. In the corpus of texts that I studied, these morphemes occur 
with verbs, adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, and nouns (examples (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6), 
respectively). They also occur with a class of words that have previously been analyzed as 
interrogatives, but might be indefinite quantifiers (examples (7) and (8)).3 Conventional 
classifiers, on the other hand, have a single, fixed slot in the noun phrase where they occur.  

(3) mãnõ-mõka-te ado-baĩ daa daa daa  tiĩ-mõka ye-gõ 
make.hole-ear-GER  one-like  push push  push  fit.in-ear big-finger/stick 
‘Then having pierced the ear, she ran [a thorn] through the hole again and again, a big long 
one.’ (A41) 

(4) mãnĩ-ŋõ daa,               mãnĩ-po 
this-stick  push.through  this-hand 
‘This long thin [boye-plant thorn] must be pushed into the hole, this many times.’4 
(A33) 

(5) edæ, gõŋa   ñõ  ñõ  kæ-do-kã     ba-yõ  ad(o)-õnæ-ke   tõmãã  kapo    ka 
mild.expl fire      lie lie  do-out.of-3  become-when one-day-limit  all      entirely cook 
‘The rascal, when the firewood was piled high on the ground-fire, in one day he cooked it 
all, every bit of it!’ (C11) 

(6) yæ̃næ̃mõ-koo-dẽ gãmæ̃nõ  
briar-collection-in  toward 
‘[The tapir] headed toward the briar patch.’ (G53) 

(7) kĩ-pade-dõ 
‘which stream?’  

(8) wæ̃ĩ-mõni, Kĩ-ŋã-nõ                     a-kĩ-('ĩ) 
downhill-1P  what-flesh-twd.another    see-FUT-EMPH 
‘We went on down, searching for whatever animals we could find.’ (G25) 

However, these characteristics are not definitional for determining classifier status. 
Aikhenvald notes that noun classifiers can be cliticized or even become affixes (2000:91). 
Occurrence in multiple syntactic environments has been noted in numerous Amazonian 
languages, including Arawak languages (Aikhenvald & Dixon 1999), Witotoan languages 
(Seifart 2007), Panoan languages (Fleck 2006), and Yagua (Payne 2007). Example (9), from 
Kubeo (Central Tucano), shows both affixation and multiple environments, as the suffix -kɨ 
‘CL:CYLINDER’ attaches to the head noun hoé ‘axe’ and its modifiers (Aikhenvald 2000:219). 

                                                 
 

3Example (7) is from the dictionary introduction and includes a question mark. Example (8) is from one of the texts, 
and may literally mean, “We downhilled, (wondering), ‘What game would we see?’” The morpheme glossed 
‘twd.another’ is not explained but occurs fairly broadly in the texts. 

4From comments made by the text editors, it seems the Waorani often count on their hands. Possibly the storyteller 
held up fingers as he/she spoke the sentence, which might explain why ‘this-hand’ is translated ‘this many times’. 
However, Pat Kelley questions the accuracy of such an explanation for this sentence. 
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(9) i-kɨ hoé-kɨ                beá-kɨ-bu 
this-CL:CYLINDER  axe-CL:CYLINDER    good-CL:CYLINDER-INAN 
‘This axe is good.’ 

What distinguishes the Waorani morphemes from classifiers is that they hardly ever co-
occur with nouns and therefore cannot be said to categorize them. 

2.1 Lack of co-occurrence of the morphemes with head nouns 

Conventional classifiers occur in a noun phrase with a head noun. In (1), for instance, the 
object noun phrase includes both the noun lab’a ‘snake’ and the classifier no7 ‘animal’. In 

Waorani, however, this is rarely the case. In (3), the entire noun phrase consists of the word ye-gõ  
‘big long thorn’. In (4), the word mãnĩ-ŋõ ‘this long thorn’ is a noun phrase, and in (5), ad(o)-õnæ-
ke ‘[in] one day’ is a one-word constituent. In (2), the free-form noun õdõbõka ‘ear’ does not co-

occur with the bound morpheme –bõka ‘ear’. In none of these examples does the morpheme in 
question co-occur in a noun phrase along with an independent noun that represents the referent. 
Instead, the bound morpheme and head noun are in complementary distribution. 

If these morphemes categorized nouns, they would co-occur with nouns. We would expect, 
for instance, in (3), to see an independent noun for ‘thorn’ along with -gõ ‘finger/stick’. If that 

were the case, we could say that -gõ was indicating that the nominal entity (the thorn) belonged 

in the class of things that is finger-shaped. As it is, -go itself serves as the nominal entity.  
In 377 sentences of text, I found only five instances where the bound morpheme might be 

co-occurring with a full noun in reference to the same entity. Three of these involve the 
morpheme occurring on a verb and having the noun occur in addition to it, and one involves an 
adjective within a noun phrase taking a morpheme that corresponds to the noun. The last 
sentence involves words of whose syntactic category I am uncertain. Two of the noun-verb 
examples occur at climactic points in the narrative, so it is possible this is a peak-marking 
feature. More research is needed to ascertain how rare co-occurrence really is and whether or not 
it has a special function (e.g., marking discourse peaks). At this point, though, it can be said that 
the infrequency of co-occurrence distinguishes the Waorani system from conventional classifier 
systems. 

2.2 Absence of prior mention 

Noun classifiers often function anaphorically in discourse to trace an already-mentioned 
entity. It might be argued that this is the case in Waorani. Indeed, there are cases in the texts 
where this explanation seems plausible. For example, in a folktale about how the spider monkey 
lost its tail, the tail is mentioned with a full noun õnõkagimiæ in the first sentence. Thereafter, it 

appears as the bound morpheme –miæ on verbs. 
However, in a story about how the spider monkey lost its opposable thumbs, its fingers are 

first referred to in the fourth word of the text by means of a bound morpheme –po ‘finger’ 
attached to an existential verb, not by any independent noun. While it is possible that the fingers 
were mentioned before the text was elicited and recorded, there is clearly no prior mention of 
fingers in the discourse. In the text about the ear-piercing practices of the Waorani, the second 
word of the very first sentence contains the morpheme –bõka referring to ears, which also have 
not been mentioned previously in the discourse. In line 5 of another text about a jaguar and a 
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turtle, the jaguar wants to eat the turtle and is trying to convince the turtle to stick its head out of 
its shell. The first mention of the head is with the bound morpheme -ka. The turtle responds by 
asking the jaguar to close its eyes, open its mouth, and stick out its tongue. Both the mouth and 
the tongue are bound morphemes on verbs, not independent nouns. There is no need for prior 
mention to anchor the use of these morphemes; therefore, they cannot be functioning 
anaphorically. 

2.3 Root vs. suffix 

Example (2) demonstrates that the morpheme –bõka ‘ear’ is bound to a verb root, but it does 

not indicate whether this bound morpheme is a root or a suffix. It is my contention that –bõka 
‘ear’ is a root. It is difficult to make a hard and fast distinction between roots and suffixes; they 
are considered by some to represent two poles of a continuum (Tuggy 1992). At any rate, 
prototypical suffixes attach to a single syntactic category and encode grammatical rather than 
lexical information. Prototypical roots, on the other hand, encode lexical information. As stated 
above, the Waorani morphemes attach to no fewer than six syntactic categories. Furthermore, as 
can be seen in all the examples above, they do not encode grammatical meaning such as gender, 
tense, or number, or even any classificatory meaning regarding a head noun in the noun phrase. 
Rather, they carry lexical meanings like ‘ear’ or ‘head’. 

2.4 Summary 

Because this set of Waorani morphemes rarely co-occur with nouns but instead function as 
actual nominal entities, they cannot properly be called noun classifiers. Instead, I analyze them 
as bound nominal roots that function in various compounding processes. The next three sections 
describe the compounding: §3 describes compounds with other nouns, §4 with verbs, and §5 
with adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, and interrogatives. 

3. Compounding with body-part nouns 

In nearly all of the examples so far, the bound nominal roots have been related to body parts. 
In the texts I examined, roots with body-part meanings accounted for 107 out of the 125 times 
these morphemes occurred on verbs (85%). Looking at all syntactic environments together, the 
percentage drops a little—to 75%—but it is still a clear majority. Full nouns for body parts rarely 
occurred; I found less than ten independent body-part nouns as compared with well over a 
hundred occurrences of body-part bound roots. 

The full nouns for many body parts are formed by combining the root õdõ5 with one or more 
morphemes that specify a body part, as seen in (10). The word-final morphemes are the same 
bound roots that can be attached to other syntactic categories to refer to a body part.6 

(10) õdõbõka  õdõkado   õdõgõpo   õdõgĩdewa  
‘ear’           ‘nose’       ‘finger’     ‘tongue’ 

                                                 
 

5Nasalization is a main feature of Waorani phonology. There is a good deal of nasal assimilation, especially of 
consonants between nasal vowels. The editors of the texts I used often chose to reflect the pronunciation rather 
than the underlying phonemes, though not with complete consistency. The texts have ono as the body-part root, 
but Peeke (1979) has õdõ. In prose, I use õdõ. 

6See (2) for a sentence where the bound root -bõka ‘ear’ is attached to a verb. 
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As a free-standing noun, õdõ means ‘river.’ There is a free-form word for ‘body’, but it is 

phonologically unrelated.7 According to Pat Kelley (p.c.), the -dõ part of this word is a bound 
root that indicates rivers or paths, and is found on the end of all Waorani names for rivers. The 
free-standing noun õdõ can also mean the neck area on the body. It seems there is a distant 
metaphorical connection between the shape or characteristics of the river and the neck, and when 
it occurs as the first part of body-part nouns, õdõ generally indicates the body. 

Peeke (1973) explains that these morphemes are used in noun compounding, providing the 
extravagant example okabogata ‘headdress’ which consists of an unknown root o- followed by the 

roots –ka ‘stone, head’, -bo ‘egg, sphere’, -ga ‘place, surface’, and -ta ‘shell, covering’ 
(1973:125). Following this example, possible etymologies of body-part words come to mind. For 
instance, õdõgõpo ‘finger’ might be õdõ  ‘body’ + -gõ  ‘finger/stick’ + -po ‘hand’. The word okagĩ 
‘hair’ could be o ‘(unknown)’ + -ka ‘stone, head’ + -gĩ ‘long, thin’. The word okabo ‘head’ could 

be o ‘(unknown)’ + -ka ‘stone, head’ + -bo ‘egg, sphere’. 
This raises the question of the direction of the derivation. Bound forms are often thought to 

be derived from reduced forms of free-form words. It originally appeared that the bound root –ka 

was derived from dika ‘stone’, as suggested in Peeke (1973). But if –ka is used to derive a word 

like okabogata ‘headdress’, it could have been used to derive dika ‘stone’ as well. It seems likely 

that the bound root -ka preceded both free-standing nouns. Many bound forms in the texts are not 
monomorphemic but composed of two or even three smaller roots. In some sentences (B21, B23) 
the bound stem glossed ‘tongue’ is -gĩdewa, but in others (C9, C10) it is -gĩne. It turns out that the 

stem -gĩdewa actually contains three bound roots: -gĩ  ‘long, thin thing’; -de ‘mouth’ or ‘opening’; 

and -wa ‘bottom part’ or ‘foot’ (Kelley).  
As is often the case with compounding, the meaning of these new words is not strictly 

compositional. A headdress (okabogata ) is a covering (-ta ) that goes on the surface (-ga ) of the 

sphere (-bo ) of the head (-ka ). Logical operators of location or possession must be introduced to 
explain the meaning of the whole from that of the parts. In similar fashion, the tongue 
(õdõgĩdewa) is a long thin thing (-gĩ ) that sits in the bottom (-wa ) of the mouth (-de ).8 The 
relationships between the morphemes and the order in which they are composed are not entirely 
predictable. 

It is not surprising that simple bound roots are used to form compound nouns, but it is more 
remarkable that they are used to form compound bound stems. It is possible that the compound 
bound stems are in fact reduced forms of compound nouns. In this case, the progression would 
be: simple bound root  compound noun  compound bound stem. One would expect to find 
bound forms of many more body parts. Pat Kelley gave me dozens of words that all start with 

                                                 
 

7An alternate explanation would be to call õdõ a noun class marker. Hosokawa (1996) notes that in the Australian 

language Yawuru, a certain group of body-part nouns all begin with ni-. These include the words for hand/arm, 
eye/face, nose, neck, foot, name, and shadow. He speculates that the word-initial morpheme is “a fossilized prefix 
… apparently used to mark a particular class of body-part nouns” (1996:155). The class-prefix idea would not 
reflect the etymology and relation to õdõ ‘river’, but it might be a way to interpret õdõ synchronically. 

8These reflect my reasoning connecting the morphemes; native speaker logic may connect them differently. 
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õdõ, most of them body parts. Many of them appear to have been formed by compounding with 
monosyllabic bound roots. If the proposed progression is correct, I would expect that a speaker 
could drop the õdõ from any of these words and use the remaining stem as a bound form for 
compounding on verbs, adjectives, numerals, etc. If this is the case, it can be said that the 
monosyllabic bound roots are used in forming compound nouns as well as in compounding with 
other parts of speech, whereas polysyllabic bound stems are taken from compound nouns and are 
used in compounding with other parts of speech. 

4. Compounding with verbs 

Compounding with verbs affects the clause structure, because it allows arguments of verbs 
to be expressed as part of the verb. Example (2) shows that bound nominal roots appear 
immediately following the verb root, before inflectional suffixes. This is also demonstrated in 
(11). 

(11) kæ-wo-kã  mẽnẽ,  Gĩnẽ    ta-ka-bi            a-bo-e 
do-float-3  jaguar    stretch  put.out-head-2    see-1-PERMIS 
‘As he [the turtle] swung there, the jaguar came still closer and said, “Stick out your head 
so I can see it.’ (B17) 

In §3, we saw that the meaning of compound nouns is not entirely compositional. In 
contrast, the word ta-ka-bi ‘put out your head’ has transparently compositional meaning. The 

roots -ta ‘put out’ and -ka ‘head’ together mean ‘put out [your] head’. There may be some subtle 

discourse-stylistic difference between saying it this way and using the free-standing word okabo 
‘head’, but the overall sense does not change. 

Many of the examples in Peeke (1973) show verbs being nominalized by the addition of a 
bound nominal root. For example, bekĩ-pæ̃, literally ‘drink-water’, means ‘water to drink’. This is 
similar to the body-part word formation in that it requires a logical step to introduce the idea of 
purpose or function into the meaning. However, I found no examples of this type of usage in the 
texts. 

It is also apparent from (11) that no overt NP object is necessary. In (11), the bound nominal 
root -ka ‘head’ is an argument of the verb ta ‘put.out’ with the semantic role of theme. This 
allows for syntactic compression and higher density of verbs, which is preferred in Waorani. At 
first glance, this appears to be a noun incorporation process; however, I argue against a noun 
incorporation analysis in §6.2. For now, though, the clause-level nature of this process warrants a 
discussion of the semantic roles involved. 

4.1 Typical semantic role: Affected entity 

Bound nominal roots occur most often with transitive verbs, but they can also occur with 
intransitive verbs. They can fill a variety of semantic roles. Most often, they function as a 
semantic patient. Without splitting hairs over terminology,9 we can simply say this is the entity 
that is directly affected by the action. This might be a theme for verbs of motion like ta ‘put.out’ 
in (11). 

Examples (12) and (13) illustrate bound nominal roots compounded with a transitive verb. 

                                                 
 

9See Kroeger (2005) and Longacre (1996) for two different divisions of semantic roles. 
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(12) mãnĩñõmõ-nõ   wa       tii    tæ̃nõ-bõka-dãni-pa 
right.here.at.this.place10  another  jab  spear-ear-3P-ASSER 
‘This is the place where they jab and pierce the ear.’ (A1) 

(13) pogodo mã-wæ̃i mãŋĩ           ã ŋãwai   i-ka-kã        wæ̃ 
fast       take-downhill   bring.down  seize  bite-head-?   die 
‘[The dog] dashed downhill fast after it [a hawk], brought it down, seized [the hawk] and 
bit it on the head and killed it.’ (G16) 

In (12), -bõka ‘ear’ is a patient; it receives the full effect of the action ‘jab and pierce’. In 

(13), -ka ‘head’ is the patient affected by i ‘bite’.11 
Fleck (2006) discusses a similar set of body-part morphemes in Matses, a Panoan language 

of Peru and Brazil. In Matses, these morphemes are prefixes that attach to verbs, adjectives, and 
nouns. Fleck claims that these prefixes represent the semantic role of location, specifying 
something about what part of the sentence’s absolutive argument—either subject in an 
intransitive clause or object in a transitive clause—is affected. In (14), a pro-dropped first person 
singular argument is the subject, and the prefix ma- ‘head’ specifies the part of the pro-dropped 
argument which is affected by the predicate. 

(14) ma-nën-e-bi 
HEAD-hurt-NPAST-1S 
‘My head hurts/I have a headache’ (lit., ‘I hurt on the head/with respect to the head’). 

The transitive Matses sentence in (15) shows more clearly how the prefix specifies the part 
of the absolutive argument which is affected by the predicate.  

(15) kuëte-ø       da-daësh-tsëk-kid               madu-n       sipi-n  
dicot.tree- ABS  TRUNK-eat.gnawing-DIM-HAB   demon-GEN  tamarin-ERG 
‘Pygmy marmosets (small primates; literally, demon’s tamarins) gnaw the trunks of dicot 
trees.’ 

In (15), kuete ‘tree’ is the absolutive argument, and da- ‘trunk’ focuses on a specific part of 

it. In (13) from Waorani, on the other hand, the bound root -ka ‘head’ is an affected patient and 
the only overt semantic argument in the clause. 

4.2 Atypical semantic roles 

 A few instances in the Waorani texts, such as (16), involve a bound body-part root which 
is not a patient or affected entity. 

                                                 
 

10There are apparently two morphemes in mãnĩñõmõ-nõ , but only one in the gloss. The example is quoted 
accurately from Pike & Saint (1989). 

11This sentence illustrates the verbal density of which Waorani is capable. At least by the glosses, the sentence 
contains one adverb, five verbs, and no nouns. The introduction to the forthcoming dictionary mentions that some 
verbs consist of more than one root and inflectional suffixes are added to the final root (Peeke forthcoming:10). 
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(16) kaka  ẽ-mõ-nãni     baki-dãni 
achiote  exist-face-3P   young.woman-3P 
‘The unmarried girls had their faces painted with achiote (red coloring).’ (I9) 

Example (16) is similar to the Matses example in (17) from Fleck (2006:80). The Matses 
prefix të- in (17) provides locative information about the subject tëon-ø ‘larynx-ABS’. Similarly,    

-mõ ‘face’ in (16) provides locative information about the subject kaka ‘achiote’. Locations are 
not normally affected entities. 

(17) nua tëon-ø          të-usud-e-k 
large  larynx-ABS   NECK-be.inside-NPAST-INDIC 
‘The larynx sits large inside [the howler monkey’s] neck.’ (Fleck 2006:80) 

Example (18) shows what appears to be an intransitive verb (judging by the free translation) 
with the morpheme -bõka ‘ear’ attached to it. The free translation and gloss suggest that the ear is 

the subject of the verb kæ ‘hurt’. 

(18) ñõnæ̃ godõ  kæ-mõka-kã 
bamboo  pull  hurt-ear-3 
‘The bamboo (sliver) was pulled through, and the ear hurt.’ (A27) 

Another interesting sentence comes from a story about how a turtle tricked a jaguar and 
killed it. After it died, the Waorani came and took its claws and teeth: 

(19) mẽñe  õta    kãi        kæ-po-te 
jaguar  claw  pull.out  do-hand-GER 
‘They pulled out the claws from the paws.’ (B53) 

Here the free translation suggests that -po ‘hand’ refers to the jaguar’s paws and thus 
represents a source role. It is also possible that the paws were included by the text editors for 
clarity, and -po refers to the hands of the Waorani, in which case it would represent an instrument 
role (meaning they pulled the claws out with their hands). Either way, it is a departure from the 
norm of affected entity role. In a number of other cases, it is unclear what semantic role is being 
filled by the bound nominal root. 

5. Compounding with other parts of speech 

The use of bound nominal roots to form compound nouns and to express the arguments of 
verbs has been discussed. Their occurrence with all other syntactic categories is described in this 
section. Examples (3), (4), (5), and (7) are repeated to illustrate bound roots compounded with 
adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, and interrogatives. 

(20) mãnõ-mõka-te ado-baĩ daa daa daa  tiĩ-mõka ye-gõ 
make.hole-ear-GER  one-like  push push  push  fit.in-ear big-finger/stick 
‘Then having pierced the ear, she ran [a thorn] through the hole again and again, a big long 
one.’ (A41) 
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(21) mãnĩ-ŋõ daa,               mãnĩ-po 
this-stick  push.through  this-hand 
‘This long thin [boye-plant thorn] must be pushed into the hole, this many times.’ (A33) 

(22) edæ, gõŋa   ñõ  ñõ  kæ-do-kã     ba-yõ  ad(o)-õnæ-ke   tõmãã  kapo    ka 
mild.expl fire      lie lie  do-out.of-3  become-when one-day-limit  all      entirely cook 
‘The rascal! When the firewood was piled high on the ground-fire, in one day he cooked it 
all, every bit of it!’ (C11) 

(23) kĩ-pade-dõ 
‘which stream?’  

The meaning of the compounded words in examples (20) through (23) is compositional. In 
this respect, they are similar to the compounds with verbs. For example, in (21), mãnĩ  ‘this’ and  

-ŋõ ‘stick (thorn)’ together mean ‘this thorn’. 
Words resulting from compounding of this sort do not, as best I can tell, become stable 

lexical items. Whereas “headdress” is a lexicalized item and a unified concept, “big-thorn” is not 
a new lexical item; it is simply the result of compressing the syntax in this particular sentence. 
Combining bound nominal roots with demonstratives like mãnĩ  ‘this’ as in (21) would result in a 
vast proliferation of new lexical items if this were indeed a lexical process. It would make more 
sense to look at this as a syntactic process, rather than a derivational process. 

Further research is needed to find out if bound nominal roots are syntactically or stylistically 
preferable to free-standing nouns. In some languages, proficient use of classifiers or incorporated 
nouns is a mark of excellent speakers. Children and less-proficient speakers do not acquire 
facility with these forms (Mithun 1984:879–80). It is possible that this is the case in Waorani. 

The texts in Pike & Saint (1989) show some variation in frequency of bound roots. 
According to Table 1, the speaker named Akawo used the bound roots most frequently. The 
sample size is small, and sentence length is not taken into consideration (a more appropriate 
estimate might have been bound roots per word), but there is some stylistic variation between 
different speakers of Waorani in how often they use these bound roots. 

Table 1: Speaker tendencies 

Speaker Sentences Texts Bound roots used Bound roots per sentence 
Akawo 41 A 74 1.8 
Giketa 219 B, E, F, G, H 77 0.35 
Dayuma 65 C, D, J 28 0.43 
Wina 52 I 15 0.29 
Totals 377  194 0.51 

6. Development of the system 

Thus far I have discussed the synchronic behavior of Waorani bound nominal roots, with 
only passing mention of possible origins. Linguists describing similar phenomena in other 
Amazon-area languages (whether they are analyzed as classifiers, body-part prefixes, or 
otherwise) have had difficulty providing diachronic explanations partially due to a lack of 
historical records. This section examines some possibilities for how this system developed and 
brings diachronic information to bear on the synchronic analysis. I conclude that it probably 
developed from some sort of compounding process with independent nouns that became bound. 
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6.1 Primary environment 

As seen in §3, §4, and §5, Waorani bound nominal roots form compounds with different 
types of roots. This section addresses the question of which type of root is primary. Aikhenvald 
claims that determining the primary syntactic environment is an essential research question for 
any language that uses classifiers in multiple environments. She suggests investigating this 
question both diachronically and synchronically (2000:226–27). Discovering which usage 
developed first and which is most significant at the present time can be helpful for an overall 
understanding of the purpose and function of the system. While Waorani bound nominal roots 
are not classifiers, this is still a relevant question. Because there is no known written record 
before the 1950s, I first examine the synchronic facts, and then use them to make deductions 
about the diachronic development. 

My initial hypothesis was that verbs are the primary type of root with which bound nominal 
roots form compounds. Table 2 shows that the bound nominal roots appear on verbs in 125 out 
of 193 total instances, a rate of 65%. However, because Waorani is a verb-heavy language, I 
counted the verbs (as best I could identify them) in several texts and found that a little over 50% 
of all the words in the texts were verbs. The 65% thus seemed less impressive. A statistical 
analysis of a larger corpus would be helpful. 

Table 2: Bound nominal roots in different environments 

 Category Number of usages  Percentage of total usages 
Noun 27 13.9 
Verb 125 64.8 
Demonstrative 17 8.8 
Numeral  6 3.1 
Adjective 9 4.7 
Interrogative 5 2.6 
Other 4 2.1 
Total 193 100 

Although verb usage is prominent, it is not necessarily primary. Since noun compounding is 
unique in being non-compositional and resulting in new lexical items, it is perhaps the best 
candidate for primary compound type. The question remains of what process produced the bound 
nominal roots. Two possibilities are noun incorporation and independent-word compounding. 

6.2 Noun incorporation 

Mithun (1984) describes noun incorporation as a developmental process with four 
identifiable stages arranged in an implicational hierarchy: Stage I: Lexical compounding; Stage 
II: Case manipulation; Stage III: Anaphoric discourse function; and Stage IV: Classificatory 
noun incorporation. However, Waorani bound nominal roots do not fit Mithun’s incorporation 
scheme. As discussed in §5, bound nominal roots do not create new verb stems of 
institutionalized activities, as Mithun prescribes, but rather refer to specific affected entities. 
Mithun’s four stages are hierarchical, so if Waorani does not properly exhibit the first function, it 
should not have any of the others. Case manipulation would involve an incorporated stem 
occurring along with an NP. For example, in a situation where a person’s head was hit, the head 
could be incorporated into the verb and the person could be raised from its possessor status to 
become a primary argument of the verb. But as mentioned in §2.1, Waorani bound nominal roots 
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rarely co-occur with NPs referring to the larger entity whose body part is being affected. Looking 
at discourse function, Waorani uses bound nominal roots when there is no overt NP. However, 
there is no need for prior mention of an NP before the bound nominal root may be used for 
participant tracking, so the usage cannot be properly called anaphoric. Finally—again because of 
the lack of co-occurrence—the bound nominal roots cannot be said to categorize the head noun. 
So according to Mithun’s process of noun incorporation development, the Waorani system fails 
to qualify as noun incorporation. 

Mithun does discuss what happens when the process stops at different points in its 
development and begins to decay. Her comments on languages that reach Stage III (where they 
do lexical compounding, case manipulation, and discourse function) may be relevant to Waorani. 
She says, “At a certain point, speakers incorporate fewer new combinations. At first, they may 
still use noun incorporation frequently in order to background arguments in discourse; but they 
combine only those nouns and verbs they have already heard combined” (Mithun 1984:881). 
Because monosyllabic Waorani roots appear to be a closed set, it is possible that the system 
reached Stage III and then decayed, leaving only a limited set of morphemes to be incorporated. 
However, it would have to have undergone resurgence, though, to permit the more productive 
use of the polysyllabic bound roots as well, and this seems a very complicated explanation. 

Perhaps the greatest difficulty in using Mithun’s theory is that her discussion deals only with 
noun roots being incorporated into verbs. Though verbs are important, Waorani bound nominal 
roots are also used with adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, possibly interrogatives, and in 
forming compound nouns. An explanation based on noun incorporation would explain why 
bound nominal roots occur between verb roots and tense/aspect morphology, but it would not 
account for why they are used with other syntactic categories. 

6.3 Compounding 

Seifart (2007) is an informative account of the nominal classification systems of the 
Witotoan languages of Colombia and Peru. These languages are unrelated to Waorani, but their 
nominal classifiers function somewhat similarly to Waorani bound nominal roots. The Witotoan 
morphemes are suffixes, and they function in a variety of ways, including derivation on nouns, 
use with modifiers and pro-forms, agreement between nominal elements, use in subject 
agreement, and anaphoric function. Seifart suggests two main sources of development for these 
systems: intra-linguistic extension of compounding and inter-linguistic borrowing. On the first 
source, he comments, “Also important for the historical development of nominal classification in 
Witotoan is the structural and semantic parallelism between compound constructions and 
classifier suffixation to noun stems. This parallelism shows that many classifier forms have 
probably originated as nouns that were frequently used as heads of compounds before their use 
spread to other morphosyntactic contexts (such as numerals and demonstratives) and their use as 
nouns became obsolete” (Seifart 2007:426). He believes that the processes of compounding 
existed in the Witotoan languages prior to the systems of classifying suffixes, and that the 
suffixes developed from noun roots.  

Fleck’s article on the Matses prefixes contains a brief discussion of the history and 
development of the system. He speculates that “Panoan (verb) prefixation evolved from past 
noun incorporation that co-existed with noun-noun and noun-adjective compounding that 
involved synchronic reduction of body-part roots” (Fleck 2006:93). 

My limited understanding of Waorani syntax limits my ability to discuss this possibility 
fully. However, my interpretation of the interlinear texts leads me to believe that there are 
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processes like this in Waorani, at least of the verb-verb sort. Example (24) shows a verb that 
appears to be compounded from two roots, one for ‘swim’ and one for ‘push’. 

(24) ayæ̃ ẽka-yæ̃  õnõ  pã-da-kæ̃-ĩ 
then  later-much  river  swim-push-certain-INFER 
‘Then, later on, the Waorani decided to go swimming again.’ 

It is possible that the monosyllabic bound nominal roots were originally independent nouns 
that came to be used in noun-noun lexical compounding. At some point, the forms may have died 
out as independent nouns and became purely bound forms. From there, usage could spread to 
any of the other syntactic categories with which they are currently used. The polysyllabic forms 
that are composed of two or more monosyllabic bound roots could have been formed later as 
reduced forms of the body-part nouns formed by the original lexical compounding. As suggested 
in §3, this implies that the monosyllabic bound roots predate the currently existing independent 
nouns for body parts, and that the independent nouns predate the polysyllabic bound roots. In my 
opinion, this is the best solution for the origin of Waorani bound nominal roots. 

6.4 Borrowing 

A final possible source of bound nominal roots is inter-linguistic borrowing. In addition to 
compounding, Seifart (2007) examines languages outside the Witotoan family for a second 
source of development for the Witotoan classifier systems: “The fact that within a geographically 
confined area there is a set of quite specific structural similarities shared by genetically unrelated 
languages thus strongly suggests that areal diffusion of morphosyntactic structures took place, 
even though this cursory examination does not allow us to determine possible directions of 
borrowing” (2007:438). Seifart compares features from Yagua, Tucuya, and Tariana, nearby 
non-Witotoan languages that have similar systems. 

While I have demonstrated that Waorani bound nominal roots are not classifiers, there is 
enough similarity between the syntactic distribution of Waorani bound nominal roots and that of 
morphemes in other Amazonian languages that it might be plausible to suggest some borrowing 
or diffusion. The Atlas of the world’s languages (Asher and Moseley 2007) depicts a small, 
sparsely populated region around the Waorani territory where, if anybody lives there, they speak 
Spanish. Next closest is Lowland Quechua. The nearest tribal languages include Arabela-Andua, 
Jivaro, Piohe, and Taushiro. I have not had time to investigate the linguistic structures of these 
languages, and know nothing of their history of language contact with Waorani, so I will leave 
this possibility simply as a topic for further research. 

7. Conclusion 

Languages change constantly, and much has been written about how different linguistic 
features develop over time. The more linguists explore the world’s languages, the fuzzier many 
of the traditional categories have become. Returning to the initial topic of noun categorization, 
while Waorani bound nominal roots currently are not classifiers, it is possible that they will end 
up categorizing nouns. Readers are referred to Aikhenvald (2000) for a discussion of ways in 
which noun categorization systems develop. 

From a synchronic perspective, the Waorani morphemes are bound nominal roots. As this 
paper has demonstrated, they are used in lexical compounding of independent nouns, and also in 
compounding with verbs, adjectives, numerals, demonstratives, and interrogatives. It would be 
useful to investigate the current productivity of these morphemes and produce a more exhaustive 
description, but for now, they await further study.  
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Appendix 
 

Tables 3 and 4 were initially compiled on the basis of correspondence between Catherine 
Peeke and others. The division of roots in these two tables is based on syllable structure. Some 
polysyllabic forms which I originally thought were simple bound roots are actually compounds 
with two or more monosyllabic roots, and it is possible that all of them are. The monosyllabic 
forms in Table 3 are tallied only when they occur on their own, not when they occur as part of a 
polysyllabic form. For example, -gĩdewa is glossed in the texts as ‘tongue’ and not for its 

subunits -gĩ, -de, and -wa. Thus, each occurrence of -gĩdewa accounts for one tally in the -gĩdewa 

row of Table 4, not one tally apiece in the -gĩ, -de, and -wa rows of Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Monosyllabic bound roots 

Root Gloss Associated Noun12 N13 V D # A I 

-a ‘covering, outer surface’ (e.g., 
skin) 

       

-ba (3)14 ‘thing with parallel parts’  õba ‘palm leaf’       

-bã ‘all’         

-bæ (4)  ‘land’                                                  

-bæ (3) ‘central part’         

-bẽ (2) ‘long thin cylindrical object’  õbẽ ‘vine’ 1      

-bii  ‘flat slab’                                                

-bo (2)  ‘round thing’  ĩkeĩbo ‘egg’       

-bo  ‘leaf’  õyabo ‘leaf’  1     

-bõ (2) ‘small round thing’  õdõbõ ‘face, eye’  3     

-bõ (3) ‘name’ ebõwo ‘name’       

-dæ  ‘hemisphere’ (e.g., bowl)        

-dæ  ‘tail of a bird’        

-dæ̃ ‘staple food’ kæ̃dæ̃ ‘cassava’ 1   1 1  

-de  ‘edge, opening’ õdõde ‘mouth’  17     

-dẽ ‘inside part’ õdõdẽ ‘abdomen’  6     

-do  ‘forehead, dome-like covering’        

                                                 
 

12“Associated nouns” are lexical compounds formed from bound roots. 
13The column labeled ‘N’ contains numbers indicating how many times each bound root is attached to a noun in the 

texts. Likewise, V with verbs, D with demonstratives, # with numerals, A with adjectives, and I with 
interrogatives. 

14I am not sure what the numbers are for. They were included in the list that I was given as a starting point for this 
table. My best guess is that they are intended to number homophones. 
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-dõ (1) ‘way’ õdõ ‘river’       

-ga (3)  ‘pointed thing’ (e.g., tooth, 
beak) 

baga ‘tooth’  2     

-gæ̃  ‘spouse’  õgæ̃ ‘genitals’        

-gæ̃ ‘vessel, container’        

-gõ ‘corn’ (same as below?) kagĩgõ ‘corn’     2  

-gõ  ‘long pointed thing’  4 2 5 1 2  

-gi  ‘ground, soil’        

-gĩ  ‘long thin thing’ (e.g., string, 
hair) 

yaegĩkabẽ ‘string’       

-i  ‘semifluid’ (pliable mass)        

-ka  ‘round extension’ (e.g., head) dika ‘stone’ 1 13    5 

-kã ‘physical part of person’  õwẽkã ‘flesh’       

-kõ ‘building’ õkõ ‘dwelling’       

-koo ‘collection’ (e.g., bunch, cloth) weokoo ‘cloth’ 2      

-o ‘area, part’        

-pa  ‘long flat thing’ (e.g., board)        

-pa  ‘dart’ õõpa ‘dart’       

-pæ̃ ‘liquid’     æpæ̃ ‘water’ 1      

-pæ̃ (3) ‘branching thing’ (e.g., stream) õdõpæ̃ ‘arm’ 1 1     

-po ‘earth’         

-po (1)  ‘hand’ (e.g., paw, wingtip) õdõpo ‘hand’ 2 19 2    

-po (2)  ‘canoe, boat’ wipo ‘canoe’       

-ta  ‘flat extended thing’ (e.g., leaf) õta ‘fingernail, 
claw’ 

      

-tæ̃ ‘liver’ batǽ ‘liver’   1  1  

-ti  ‘thigh’ õdõti ‘thigh’       

-to  ‘stick, carrier’ (e.g., pole, 
basket) 

ooto ‘basket’ 1    1  

-wa ‘bottom part’ (e.g., foot, tuber) õdõwa ‘foot’  5     

-wæ̃  ‘plant’ awæ̃ ‘tree’       

-we  ‘red’ (e.g., blood) wepæ̃ ‘blood’       

-wẽ ‘cassava’ kẽwẽ ‘cassava 
plant’ 

      

-wo  ‘immaterial part of person’ (e.g., 
soul) 

ẽbõwo ‘name’       
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-yæ̃  ‘appendage’ (e.g., tail, 
appendix) 

       

-ye ‘a certain type of waterfowl’        

-ye ‘a certain type of insect’        

-ye  ‘bad thing’ (e.g., taboo, need)        

-yõ (1) ‘material part of person’         

-yõ (3) ‘kind of palmate leaf’ oyõ ‘leaf’       

 

Table 4: Polysyllabic bound roots/stems 
Root Gloss Associated Noun N V D # A I 

-bẽdẽ ‘leg’ õdõbẽdẽ ‘leg’       

-bõka ‘ear’ õdõbõka ‘ear’  31 6?  1  

-depo  ‘year’     1    

-gadæ̃ ‘esophagus’    1     

-gade ‘jaw’   1 1     

-gade ‘stomach’    1     

-gẽbẽ ‘nerve, ligament, tendon’        

-gĩdewa ‘tongue’  õnõgĩdewa ‘tongue’ 2 3     

-gõpo ‘finger’ õdõgõpo ‘finger’       

-kade  ‘vessel’        

-kado ‘nose’ õdõkado ‘nose’ 1 4 1  1  

-kagĩ ‘hair’  okagĩ ‘hair’ 3      

-kapo  ‘knee’   2 1    

-mĩka ‘throat’  õdõmĩka ‘throat’ 1 4     

-miæ̃ ‘tail’  õdõkagimiæ̃ ‘tail’ 3 8     

-nikæ̃ ‘stream’    1     

-õdae  ‘day’ õõdæ ‘sky’    4   

-pade ‘stream’        

-tagæ̃ ‘shell’ (e.g., scale, husk)        

-tawẽ ‘chest’ õdõtawẽ ‘chest’       

-tedæ̃ ‘time period’ (e.g., season)        

-todepæ̃ ‘thigh’ õdõtodepæ̃ ‘thigh’ 2      

-yabæ ‘back’ õdõyabæ ‘back’       

-yebo  ‘small oblong thing’ (e.g., thumb?)        
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-yedẽ ‘time of occurrence’ (e.g., moment)        

-yõbõ ‘place’        

 Table 5: Semantic Roles with Verbs 

“Affected entity” 75
Experiencer 5
Location 10
Instrument 14
Source 2
Goal 1
(Not sure) 12
Total 129

Table 6: The texts 

Title of Text Speaker Number of 
sentences/lines 

Letter 
abbreviation 

Waorani Earholes Akawo 41 A 

The Jaguar and the Turtle Giketa 58 B 

The Origin of Corn Bees Dayuma 18 C 

The Origin of Cassava Dayuma 38 D 

Spider Monkey’s Tail Giketa 21 E 

Spider Monkey’s Thumbs Giketa 17 F 

The Tapir Giketa 73 G 

The Alligator and the Bird Giketa 50 H 

Bluebird’s Report Wina 52 I 

The Origin of the Rainbow Dayuma 9 J 

List of Abbreviations 
1S  first person singular  
1P   first person plural  
2  second person 
3P   third person plural  
3   third person singular  
ASSER assertive mood  
ABS absolutive case 
CL:  classifier 
DIM  diminutive 
EMPH emphasis 
ERG ergative case 
EXPL expletive 
FUT future tense 

GER  gerund 
GEN genitive case 
HAB habitual (aspect?) 
INAN  inanimate 
INCEP inceptive aspect 
INDIC indicative (mood?) 
INFER inference (inferential mood?) 
NP  noun phrase 
NPAST non-past tense 
PST past tense 
PN  pronoun 
PERMIS permission (mood?)
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